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ABSTRACT 
Let C,,,,, be the vector space of n x n complex matrices, and denote by a,, the 
group of n X n unitary matrices in C ,, x ,, For 1 < m < n, set J,,, = I,,, @ O,,, ,I, where 
I,,, is the m x m identity matrix and 0, denotes a k X k zero matrix. With this, for A 
in C,,,,, andl<m<n,wedefine 
r,,,(A) = max{ ( tr( LUAU*) 1 :U E @,I } 
and 
IlAll,,, = max{ 1 tr(J,PAV) 1 :u, V E a,:, }
as the m-numerical radius and m-spectral nmm of A, respectively. When m = 1, 
these quantities are reduced to the classical numerical radius and spectral norm. In 
this note we obtain inequalities concerning 11. jj,,1 and r,,,( .) for 1 Q m < n. Examples 
are given to show that the inequalities obtained cannot be improved. We also study 
multiplicativity factors for 1;,,( .) (1 Q m < n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C,,,, be the vector space of n x n complex matrices, and denote by 
4Y,, the group of n x n unitary matrices in Q: n Xn. For 1~ m < n, set 
J,,, =Z,,,@On,_,,, where I,, is the m x m identity matrix and 0, denotes a 
*The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung for his valuable advice and 
encouragement. 
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k x k zero matrix. With this, for A in C n x ,, and 16 m < n, we define 
r,,,(A)=max{ltr(J,,,UAU*)(:U~~,,} 
and 
as the m-numerical radius and m-spectral norm of A, respectively. 
It is known that I].]],,, (16 m < n) and r,,,,(.) (1 <m < n) are norms on 
the vector space C ,, x ,, (see [3], [5]). Since ](A](,,, =C:‘=,ai (see [Sj), where 
a,2 ... >, a,, are the singular values of A, we easily obtain 
IIAII, 2 IIAlln-12 . . . a IlAlll (1.1) 
and 
llAlll2 $i AlIz 2 . . . (1.2) 
For r,,,(A) Goldberg and Straus in [2] have shown that 
r&4) >, ;r2(A) >,. . >, irR( A) = i]trA]. (1.3) 
It is interesting to note that (1.2) and (1.3) have exactly the same pattern. 
Although there are no analogous inequalities for r,,,( .), in Section 2 we prove 
the simple relations 
i 
2P 
i 
1 
1+ -r,,,+p(A) a $>,(A) 
min{m,n-m-p} m+p 
(n>m+p). 
(I.41 
In Section 3 we consider relations between I(. I]),, and r,,,(.) (1 < m < n). 
When m = 1, we have the classical result 
ri(A) G llAlll G 2rdA). (1.5) 
For the higher cases we prove 
r,,,(A) G IIAII,,, =s 2S(m7 ~)T,,,(A), (1.6) 
where S( 1~1, n) is a quantity not greater than m. 
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Since the quantity 6( m, n) is of essential importance in the inequality 
(1.6), it is desirable to find an explicit formula for it. In Section 4 we obtain 
such a formula. 
,4 norm Non C,,, is said to be (sub)multipZicative if it satisfies 
N(AB) < N(A)N(B) forall A,RinC,,.,,. 
Following Goldberg and Straus [3], a constant u > 0 is called a multiplicativ- 
ity factor for N if vN is a multiplicative norm on Q: ,,X,,. The norms 11. ]],1j 
(1 < m < n) are examples of multiplicative norms (see [S]), and hence v is a 
multiplicativity factor for I]. /I,,, if v 2 1. For r,,,( .), Goldberg and Straus (see 
[3], [4]) have shown that v is a multiplicativity factor for r,,,( . ) if 
v>min 16m, l 4(2m + 1 - 2m/n)’ m 
In Section 5, we obtain better (smaller) multiplicativity 
(1 < m < n ) by using the results of the previous sections. 
2. THE m-NUMERICAL RADIUS r,J .) 
(1.7) 
factors for r,,,( .) 
We begin by proving a set of inequalities relating to the m-numerical radii 
r,,,(.), I < m < n. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A E C t,Xn, and let m, p, n, he integers satisfying 
n>m+p. Then 
i 
2P 
i 
1 
1+ -%r+p(A) 2 ;r,,bQ 
min{m,n-m-p} m+p 
Proof. If A = 0, then we are done. Suppose A # 0. Let Ii E %,, be such 
that 
UAW = 
where A I 65 d= ,,1 x n, and ]trA I I = T,,~( A). By a result of Fillmore in [l] we can 
find u, E a’,,, (respectively, U, E a,, ,,1 ) such that every diagonal element of 
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the matrix U,A,UT (respectively, L&A&J,*) equals (l/m)trA, (respectively, 
[I/( n - m)] tr A,). Thus the diagonal of the matrix 
is of the form 
m 
i 
n-m 
-- 
A ,..., x,p,...,p 
i 
@SW 
with ln~hl = r,,,(A). We may further assume that X = 1; otherwise we con- 
sider the matrix (l/A)A instead of A. 
Denote by p the real part of p. 
Suppose n-m>m+p. Then min{m,n-m-p}=m. If p> -m/ 
(m +2p), then 
If p < - m/( m + 2p), then 
m 
>(m+p) - 
i i m+2p ’ 
Both cases imply that 
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Suppose n-m<m+p.Thenmin{m,n-m-p}=n-nz-p.If p> 
(n - p - 3m)/( n - m + p), then 
If p<(n-p-3m)/(n_m+p),then 
>I(n-m)p+(2m+p-n)l 
> -(n-m)p-(2m+p-n)>(m+p) 
[zI:;j. 
So in both cases, 
we 
i 
2P 
i 
1 
‘+ (n-m-p) 
-%+&A) 2 $,,(A). 
m+p 
The hypothesis n > m + p is essential in Theorem 2.1. For if n = m + p, 
may find a nonzero matrix A E C ,, x ,, with tr A = 0 such that 
IT,,+, = 0 < L,(A) for all (Y E R. 
Putting p = 1 in Theorem 2.1, we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A E C ,, x,I and n > m + 1. Then 
i 
2 
1+ 
min{m,n-m+l} 2 ;r,,,(A). 
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Putting m = 1, p = k - 1 in Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A E C n x,, and n > k. Then 
2k - 1 
-+A) 2 Q(A). 
We end this section with the following examples showing that the 
inequalities (l.l)-(1.4) cannot be improved: 
(1) Let A = I,@O,,_,. Then 
IIAlI.=II4,,-I= ..’ 
(2) Let A = I,,. Then 
llAlll= ;I,& = . . . 
and 
= : IIAII,. 
&I,,? 
Q(A) = +&I) = .. . = $,(A). 
(3) Suppose n, m, p are integers such that n > m + p and n - m > 
m + p. Let 
Then 
L( A > = m and r,,, +p 
So we have 
i I 1+p 
1 
m ----%-cp(A) = ;%(A). m+p 
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(4) Suppose n, m, p are integers such that n > m + p and n - m < 
m + p. Let 
Then 
r,,,,( A ) = nl and r,,, + ,, 
We have 
t 
P 
1 
1 
1+ ---r,,,+,(A) = $A). 
n-ni-p mSp 
3. INEQUALITIES RELATING TO 11. jI,,I AND r,,,( .) 
Let (x,,..., x,,) E [w” and m < n. Define 
and 
!,I 
r,:,(x)=max 
ii I C x,( :l<i,< ... <i,,,< n . k=l i 
It can be easily verified that 1. I),, and r,:,( -) are norms on Iw” and the two 
quantities are identical when m = 1. If x1 < x2 < . . . < x,,, then 
and 
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Let 
6(m, n) = 
1x1 ,,2 
0 +Ezw ” r,;, ( x ) 
= max{ 1x1,,,: x E IR”, T,:,(X) = l} 
i 
1 
=max - : x E R”, 1x1,,, = 1 . 
r,:, ( x > i 
Suppose H is a Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues h, < . . . < h,,, and set 
h =(h,,..., h,, ). Since the singular values of H are I hi I (1 < i < n ) and 
))I 11, 
c hi =g tr( J,,,UHU*) < c h,,_, + 1 for all U in @,, 
i=l i=l 
(see [6, pp. 218-220]), we have IIHII,,, = [hi,,, and r,JH) = r,:,(h). Hence we 
get 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a Hermitian matrix and m -C n. Then 
VII,,, G scm, ~>L(H). 
For non-Hermitian matrices we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E C ,, X,, and m < n. Then 
r,,,(A) G IIAII,,, G 2a(m,n)c,,(A). 
Proof. Let A = H + iG, where H = (A + A*)/2 and G = (A - A*)/2i. 
Suppose r,,,(H) = Itr(J,,,UHU*)I, where U E @,,. Then 
r,,,(H) G 1 tr[ J,,,u(H + iG)U*] 1 G r,,,(A). 
Similarly, r,J G ) < r,,,(A). Hence 
IIAII,,, = IIH + iGIl,,, G IIW,,, + IIGII,,, G @m, n>[c,,(H) + L(G)I 
G 26(m, n)r,,,(A). 
The inequality r,,J A) < II AlI ,,, is clear. 
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4. EVALUATION OF 6(m, n) 
In the following we shall always assume that m < n. 
To evaluate the quantity 6(m, n) we need several lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. 6(m, n) > 3 - 2/m. 
Proof. Consider x =( - l,..., - 1,2m - 1) in Iw”. We have 1x1,,,/ 
r,:,(x) = 3 - 2/m, and the result follows. n 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x=(x1 ,..., x,,)~lR” satisfy Ixl,,,/~,:~(x)=6(n~,n), 
XI< . . . < x,,, and 1x1,,, = -E.:‘L&-,‘xl +E~=Ix,,_i+l. Zf 712 > 1, then l< I < m 
und -c;:,xi =C:)=$,,_;+p 
Proof. Let m > 1, and let x =(x, ,..., r,?) satisfy the hypotheses of the 
lemma. If I = 0 or Z= m, then Ixl,,,/rJx) = 1 < 3 - 2/m, contradicting 
Lemma 4.1. Therefore 1 < 1 < m. 
Suppose - Xy_rx, z Xi’Lr~._~+i. We may assume that - X;“rxi > 
c:‘lir,,.~,+i; otherwise we consider - x. Take CJ > 0 such that - 1:‘; ix, > 
X.:‘&~,,~;+,+o,andset y=x+(O ,..., 0, 0). Then Ivl,,,/r,Xy) > I4,,,/r,Xx), 
contradicting the fact that 6( m, n) = Ixl,,,/r,:,( x). n 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists a nonzero vector x of the form (u, . . , u, v, . . , v) 
such that Ixl,,,/r,:,(x) = S(m, n). 
Proof. The lemma is trivial for m = 1, as IxI,,I/r,:,( x) = 1 for all non-zero 
vectors in [w I’. 
For m > 2, let x=(x,,..., x,,) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2. 
Consider y = ( y,, . . , y,) with 
where 
1 ,I / 
b=- c xi, 
1 ’ 
and 
n-m ;=,rr~l+l 
c = 7 ,c xrlPi+i. 
t=l 
Wehave lyl,,,/r,:,(y)=S(m,n)andhence -~::“Iyi=~:“,y,,~,+,. 
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If u = b or h = c, then y will be the required vector. Suppose a < h < c. 
Let c=(cl,...,crl) with 
C, = 
i 
(Y if l<i<m-1, 
-/3 if m-l<i<n-1, 
Y if n-l<i<n, 
where a,p,y>O, (m-l)a=Zy, and Ci’l,c,=O. Then E~LIc,,_,+I=O; 
otherwise we could find a sufficiently small (I > 0 such that 
and 
)!1 
y + uc if C c,~_,+~<O, 
z=(zl,...,z,,)= 
I 
i=l 
!,I 
y - 0.5 if C c,,_,+~>O, 
i=l 
satisfying IzI,,,/r,:,(z) = 6(m, n) with - X:‘l,ai > E~~,z,~__,+ ,. This con- 
tradicts Lemma 4.2. Consequently, we can find (I > 0 such that u + U(Y = 
h - up, and z = y + uc will be the required vector. n 
THEOREM 4.4. Let n, m, 9 be positive integers such thut n = m + 9. 
Then 
where 
I 
p(m, n) if q<fm, 
8(m,n) = 
max p(m,n),3-2 
i 
if am < 9 < inz, 
m 1 
3-z if imG9, 
m 
I 
114 I 9 I (~r’+y-l if 9iseven, 
p(m,n) = 9 
4m 2m9 
F+&-_ a 4 ma 1 if qisocld. 
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Proof. For m < 2, we always have q > fm. Clearly, 6(1, n) = 1. By 
Lemma 4.2 and 4.3, the value 6(2, n) can be attained by the vector 
(-l,..., - 1,3) E DB “, and therefore 6(2, n) = 2. 
Suppose m > 2. By Lemma 4.3 we may find 
x= -1 
( 
,...> -1,* s E Iw”, 
1 
where s 2 1, 1~ I < m, such that 6(m, n) = IxI,,,/r,:,(x). 
Case 1. If n-lam, then by Lemma 4.2 r,:,(x)=m=b-(m-E) 
implies 
I4 “i 
S(m,n)=-= 
Zs+(m-l) 3m-21 2 
r;,(r) 
=p<3--. 
m m m 
Thus by Lemma 4.1, 6(m, n) = 3 - 2/m. 
Case ZZ. If n-l-cm, then rLl(x)=(n-l)-(Z+m-n)s=Is- 
(m - 2) implies 
8(m,n) = 
Zs+(m-l) 21( m + n - 21) 
Is-(m-l) = m(n-m) 
-1 
2t( m + n - 2t) 
< 
m(n - m) 
- 1= p(m, n), 
where t is the integer nearest (m + n)/4. If m - 1~ q, then n - 1= 2m - 
1 - I> m. Thus case I occurs and we have 6(m, n) = 3 - 2/m. If fm < q < 
m - 1, then 
p(m,n)Sm=$G2+i 
4 
2 
<3-- (for 
m 
m > 2) 
Gs(m,n) (by Lemma 4.1). 
Thus case II cannot occur, and we again have 6( m, n) = 3 - 2/m. 
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If CJ < $n and t is the integer nearest (m + n)/4 and not greater than 
(m + n + 1)/4, then n - t < m. We can put 
( 
t 
y= -I,..., -1,G En%” 
1 
with u = (n + m - 2t)/(2t + m - n), so that p(m, n) = Iyl,,,/r,:,(y). Thus if 
case II occurs, then &m,n)=p(m,n). As a result, &m,n)=max(p(m, n), 
3 - 2/m }. Furthermore, if CJ G fm, then p(nz, n) > 3 - 2/m and therefore 
S( m, n) = p( m, n). n 
It is not hard to verify that 6(m, n) < m. Hence by Theorem 3.1, 
IIW,,, G mr,,,(H) for any Hermitian matrix H. 
The following theorem deals with conditions for equality. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let H be a nonzero Hermitian matrix. Then 
with equality if and only if one of the following holds: 
(a) m = 1; 
(b) m = 2, and H is unitarily similar to 
i 
-x-c 0 
0 A-C 
@Cl,,-,, where X > 12~1; 
(c) m > 3, n = m + 1, and H is unitarily similar to 
- XZ”,2@ w2,7, if fl is even, 
(--A-c)Z,,,@[(m-l)c]@(h-c)Z,,,, if nisodd, 
where X > Imcl. 
Proof. It is routine to check that S(m, n) < m with equality if and only if 
m = 1,2, or n = m + 1 for m > 3. Suppose H has eigenvalues h, < . < h,,, 
and set h=(h,,..., h,). Then IjHll,,, = mr(H) if and only if IhI,,, = mr,:,(h). 
For m = 1, since lhjI/r;(h) = 1 for all h # 0 in R”, IlHll,,, = mr,,,(H) for 
all nonzero Hermitian matrix H. 
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Form=2,if Ihl,/rJh)=2=6(2,n),thenh,=... =h,,_,.Ifnot,then 
x=(h,,x,,...,x,, h,), where x0- l2 ‘:gIh. I) 
will satisfy lxlp = IhI,, T;(X) < r;(h), and IxI,/ri(x) > Ihl,/r$h), which 
is a contradiction. By Lemma 4.2, - x, - x0 = x0 + x,,, and we have h = 
( - x - c, c,. . .) c, x - c). 
For m > 3, consider h =(h, ,..., h,,,+l) such that lhl,,,/r,:,(h)= ~1 = 
6(m, nz + 1) and IhI,,, = - Ci,lh, +E.;Il:‘+zhj, where 1 < 1-c m. Let c = 
c;,,h,. We may assume that c < 0; otherwise consider - x. By Lemma 4.2, 
-A,-c=c+h,,,+,=1;:,(h)=llhl,,, 
m 
implies 
- hi < $hl,,, + c (l<i<l+l) 
m 
and 
hj~~lhl,.,-c (Z+2<j<m+l). 
If there is a strict inequality among the inequalities, then 
IhI,,, = - i hi + “‘$’ hj 
i=l j=/t2 
= IhI,,, + (2Z- m)c. 
Hence, 21-t 1~ m and c < 0. But 
?>, 
c hi=c 
i-2 
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implies 
P), 
c h,=c- Ch. 
i=1+2 
:_: ,ao+l[-&..,+cj, 
and so, 
IhI,,, = - i h, + “‘iI hi 
which is a contradiction. Thus we have h, = h, = . . . = h, = - X - c and 
h /+2= ... = h ,,I+1 = h - c, where A = (I/m)[hl,,,. 
If c # 0, then 
IhI,,,= - 2 hi+ “‘i’ h;=&+(21-m)c, 
i=l ;=/+2 
which implies that m = 21 is even. Hence 
h ,+I=~- c h,+ c h,=(m-l)c. 
;=2 i=r+2 
If c = 0, then 
?ll 
h,= . . . =h,= -X, h,+2= ... =h,,,+l=X, and c h,=O, 
j=2 
so 
h= 
if m is odd, 
if m is even. 
Combining the two cases, we get the result. 
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By Theorems 4.5 and 3.2, we have 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A E C ,, x,, und m < n. Then 
r,,,(A) G IIAII,,, G 2mr,,,(A). 
5. MULTIPLICATIVITY FACTORS FOR I,,,( .) 
In the following we consider multiplicativity factors for the norms r,,,( .), 
1 < ~11 < n. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let m < n. Then Y is u multiplicutivity factor for r,,,( .) on 
C ,Ix,, if v z 4S(nl, nj2. 
Proof. If v >, 4( rn, n)“, then for any A, R in Q: ,, X,,r 
“r,,,(AR) G 4ABII,,, G dAll,,, IIBII,,, 
G ~4S(m, n)“c,(A)r,,,(B) (by Theorem 3.2) 
=G ~r,,(+r,,@). H 
By Theorems 5.1 and 4.4, we have 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose n, m, p are positive integers such that n = 
m + 9 and 9 > $z. Then Y is a multiplicativity factor for rJ .) on C ,, x,, if 
v 3 4(3 - 2/m)‘. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let m < 72. Then v is a multiplicativity factor fiw r,,,( . ) on 
c ,l x II if v > 4(2m - 1)2/m. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 (or by [3, Theorem lo]), 4r,( .) is mulplicative. If 
v 3 4(2m - 1)2/nL, then for any A, B in Cc ,,x,,, 
vr,,,( AB) < vmrl( AB) < v4mr,( A)r,( B) 
r,,,(A) r,J B) (by Corollary 2.3) 
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TABLE 1 
Factors See 
CHI-KWONG LI 
v>4 Corollary 5.2 
v 3 16 Corollary 5.2 
v > 33j if n = 4 Theorem 5.3 
v > H 21’ if n > 4 9 Corollary 5.2 
v>49if n=5 Theorem 5.3 
v>25if n>5 Corollary 5.2 
v>642 if n=6 Theorem 5.3 
v>27& if n>6 Theorem 5.1 
v > 80: if n = 7 Theorem 5.3 
va36if n=8 Theorem 5.1 
v > / 28’ if n > 8 ’ 9 Corollary 5.2 
We end the discussion by listing, in Table 1, some numerical examples 
concerning our mnltiplicativity factors for r,,,( . ). 
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